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Creating a Bru Writing System

In order to use the Thai alphabet to write Bru. each Bru phoneme must

be matched with an appropriate Thai alphabet symbol. In order to avoid

confusion, each Bru phoneme must correspond to only one Thai alphabet

symbol. Where a Bru phoneme has the same sound as in the Thai language,

one of the corresponding Thai alphabet symbols was used. For the Bru sounds

that have no corresponding match In the Thai language, the Thai alphabet

symbol, which most closely represents the sound value in Bru, was used. These

choices were not always straightfonward, though, as Bru is significantly different

than the Thai language. Because of this, we used the principles of cultural

acceptability, readability and simplicity in designing and testing the Bru

orthography. Three of the differences between the sounds in Bru and in Thai that

are discussed here are syllabic nasals, vowel register and vowel height.

Bru Syllabic Nasal Consonants

Syllabic nasals in Bru are nasal sounds that have the weight and length

of a whole syllable. In Bru these sounds are always at the t>eginning of a word.

The syllabic nasals in Bru also assimilate or take on the point of articulation of the

next consonant. For example, a syllabic nasal next to a "b** would t>e an "m"

sound while a syllabic nasal next to a "k" would be an "q" sound.

While Thai does not have syllabic nasals, they saturate Bru speech. One

option to write the syllabic nasals in Bru is to use the Thai >J u Qj and ^ with the

Thai mai chatawa tone - mark over it t>efbre the tntttal consonant. In testing, we

found that in writing syllabic nasals Bru writers often mixed up the n, m or ng,

cleariy showing assimilation and that, in the writer's mind, there is only one

phonemic syllabic nasal.

A second alternative is used in Ta'oih and Katu, two Lao based

phonologies. This solutk)ri uses the y\ ''leading h** consonant in front of the

prenasalized stop, e.g. VllTl mpua yather" (van der Haak 1993:258-259). An

advantage of this last solution is that it looks somewhat That. However, at the

same time it looks somewhat awkward because M h will be written in front of

stops and not in front of liquid consonants as in Thai.

A third altemative way of writing the syllabic nasal is to use an

orthographically created syllable that does not really exist. This solution is used in

the Kul and Northern Khmer orthographies. Option 3 is easy for the reader to

attack and decode because they decode it in the same way they would decode

any other syllable pattem. The problem with this option is that it makes a text

look "busy" as Bru is full of syllabic nasals and it creates a new orthographic

syllable pattern that would not otherwise exist.
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Thai vowel symbols, but tests are needed to see which Thai symbol t>est

corresponds to the Bru sound and create a new symbol combinatk^n to

adequately represent the different Bru sound.

This extra vowel level in Bru manifests itself in both registers (except in

the mid-open level) and often, t>ut not always, in both the long and short vowel

versions in the central and b^ck vowels. An added problem for the central vowels

is that Thai does not distinguish length orthographically for the mid central vowel

while length is contrastive in Bru. The following chart shows the four layers of

Bru central and back vowels. The vowels that differ firom Thai are shaded.
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